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A 52-YEAR-OLD TEACHER STABBED TO DEATH IN ST JEAN DE LUZ BY HER
STUDENT
A MINUTE OF SILENCE TOMORROW AT 3 PM  

Paris, Washington DC, 22.02.2023, 23:43 Time

USPA NEWS - Our USPA’s correspondence in Paris, is sorry to relay more and more often the " sad news " of violence, which
unfortunately impose themselves on us by covering the hottest events in France as they unfold.
This only prevents the upsurge over the past three years, which is only increased and often by ultra-violent phenomena and involving
more and more minors, or violence against women, or the vulnerable. Among his observations, an increase (+8%) in "intentional
assault and battery on people aged 15 or over", as well as an increase in homicides . In July 2020, Gerald Darmanin, the Minister of
the Interior himself, called for "stopping the wildness of a certain part of society". Feminicides are up 20% compared to the previous
year in France (2022). In 2020, 102 women lost their lives. "Violent deaths within the couple" affected a total of 143 people in 2021,
14% more than the previous year. "The year 2021 marks thus a decline compared to the sharp drop in domestic homicides observed
in 2020", underlines the Ministry of the Interior. This is why we are publishing today, alas, a new feminicide that of a 52-year-old
teacher of Spanish, stabbed by her 16 year old student today.

THE DEATH OF A 52-YEAR-OLD TEACHER STABBED IN ST JEAN DE LUTZ BY HER 16-YEAR- OLD PUPILANT CREATES
TERROR
A MINUTE OF SILENCE TOMORROW AT 3 PM IN SCHOOLS
Our USPA’s correspondence in Paris, is sorry to relay more and more often the " sad news " of violence, which unfortunately impose
themselves on us by covering the hottest events in France as they unfold.
This only prevents the upsurge over the past three years, which is only increased and often by ultra-violent phenomena and involving
more and more minors, or violence against women, or the vulnerable. Among his observations, an increase (+8%) in "intentional
assault and battery on people aged 15 or over", as well as an increase in homicides. (Source Minister of the Interior) .

This is why we are publishing today, alas, a new feminicide that of a 52-year-old teacher of Spanish, stabbed by one of her students,
this morning at the private Catholic high school Saint-Thomas-d'Aquin. In the middle of class, a 16-year-old boy got up and stabbed
her in the chest with a 10 centimeter blade before taking refuge in a nearby room, where he was taken care of by a teacher, then by
the police. The 16-year-old assailant was taken into custody.
The victim succumbed to her injuries and the public prosecutor of Biarritz announced her death at the end of the morning, and the
launch of a criminal investigation.

The reasons for this gesture still remain obscure and unknown, at the start of a criminal investigation which has been entrusted to the
Bayonne judicial police, the prosecutor told the press. The student who stabbed his teacher to death was "very calm" and acted
"without saying anything", according to another student present in the class at the time. "I didn't see him get up but I saw him in front of
the teacher, very calm, and he approached her and stuck a large knife in her chest, without saying anything," he said. declared Inès,
16, to the press, at the exit of the establishment. According to her, "there had never been a problem between him and the teacher in
class". (Source Tf1)

THE PROFESSEOR VICTIM WAS DESCRIBED SYMPATHETIC, BENEVOLENT AND DYNAMIC
An investigation has been opened for assassination, that is to say premeditated murder, he said. The suspect is in custody.
On BMTV, the victim's fiance is in a great state of shock, and describes her as "loved by all", "sympathetic", "benevolent", "dynamic".
The rector of the Bordeaux Academy, Anne Bisagni-Faure, claims to have received several testimonies from Spanish inspectors who
knew the professor: she "shone in her work", according to them. In all likelihood, the establishment where the facts occurred had not,
until now, been confronted with problems of violence.



PRESIDENT MACRON SHARED HIS INTENSE EMOTION AND SHARED HIS PAIN WITH THE FAMILY OF THE VICTIM

The President of the Republic Macron made a tweet of support for the teachers' corporation, after the fatal attack on this teacher,
expressing his "intense emotion". "The assassination of a teacher in Saint-Jean-de-Luz fills us with intense emotion. I share the pain of
her family, her colleagues, her students, our teachers who devote their lives to transmitting the knowledge to future generations. The
Nation is at your side," wrote President Macron.
THE GOVERNMENT PROVIDED ITS SUPPORT TO THE EDUCATION COMMUNITY FOLLOWING THE MURDER OF THE
TEACHER BY HER STUDENT
The government on Wednesday gave its "support" to "the educational community" after this tragedy. The PM, Elisabeth Borne said on
twitter "to share the shock and the pain of the educational community of the Saint-Thomas d'Aquin high school and of the whole
Nation". As for Olivier Veran, the government spokesman, he declared in front of the press after the Council of Ministers, this morning,
at the Elysee, "We all have a thought after the terrible death of this teacher in Saint-Jean-de-Luz following the fatal injuries inflicted on
her by a student 16 years old."

The Minister of National Education Pape Ndiaye went on pace to Saint Jean de Lutz and summoned the press at 4:00 p.m. and
declared "Immense emotion following the death today of a teacher at Saint-Thomas-d'high school. Aquin at Saint-Jean-de-Luz. My
thoughts for his family, colleagues and students,” Pap Ndiaye shared on Twitter. This passion for her work has led to the teacher's
"exceptional dedication and commitment to the service of her students", welcomed the Minister of National Education, Pap Ndiaye.

The former president expressed his "solidarity" and his "support" for the relatives of the teacher killed this morning and the educational
community. "Deeply shocked and saddened by the tragedy that struck the Saint-Thomas-d'Aquin high school in Saint-Jean-de-Luz
this morning. I bring all my solidarity to the relatives of the victim and all my support to the educational community and students," he
wrote.

In front of the press, the Minister of National Education indicated that a minute of silence will take place Thursday at 3 p.m. in all
schools in tribute to the teacher who was fatally stabbed this morning.
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